Superior productivity
Superior productivity requires earning the greatest economic value from resources; people, time and capital. Improving productivity is valuable today, but will become critical to survival in the future and business will continue to demand more and more from their laboratory investment. Not only must today's laboratories improve internal productivity, they must stimulate productivity throughout their company by contributing quality, timely information for critical business decisions.
In manufacturing, for example, errors in quality data might lead to shipping unacceptable products or rejecting acceptable products. Either condition initiates an ever more costly set of potential consequences, including:
(a) Demotivating If the problems continue undiscovered or unresolved, the financial and emotional costs increase exponentially; in large companies, for example, lost customers, product recalls and law suits typically cost millions of dollars.
Whilst it would be desirable to have error-flee data to verify each critical step in manufacturing processes, it is too expensive to test every step thoughout the entire process. Instead, good data should be generated at key steps and introduce sufficient controls to quickly identify and solve potential problems. This leads to additional guiding principles:
(i) For effective analytical support, introduce analysis and testing prior to high value-added steps.
(ii) Turn results around quickly. Since data is generated for critical business decisions, its value decreases rapidly over time.
Truly successful businesses require excellent technology, superior product quality and world-class customer service to achieve market leadership. This requires outstanding contributions by skilled, motivated people, thus high value-added people are essential to high valueadded organizations.
Experience clearly shows:
(1) The value of good, timely data far exceeds the cost of determining it.
(2) The cost of bad data far exceeds any savings from inadequate analytical support.
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